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Bigeye tuna (Thunnus obesus) is an economically valuable ocean fish species.

It is susceptible to contamination during storage and transportation. Having

proper transportation packaging and stable temperature during transportation

are critical to prevent quality deterioration. However, the influence of

packaging on retaining freshness in transit remains unknown. Here, the

impact of di�erent transportation packaging on the quality andmicrobiological

variation of bigeye tuna during the logistics process was investigated by

measuring physical-chemical indexes and microbial diversity. It turned out

that aluminum foil paper (AFP) group had minimum temperature fluctuation,

exhibited preferable water retaining capacity and color protection e�ect. AFP

packaging could e�ciently prevent TVB-N increase and microbial growth.

After 40h, the TVB-N value was 21.28 mg/100g and microbial total plate

count was 3.53 lg CFU/g, which was within the acceptable range. Temperature

fluctuations and packaging materials had a major e�ect on the microbial

community structure of bigeye tuna. Chitinophagaceae, Acinetobacter, and

Knoellia were dominant in the AFP group, while Pseudomonas, Acinetobacter,

and Macrococcus were dominant in the expanded polystyrene foam (EPSF)

and European logistics (EUL) groups. AFP packaging could e�ectively slow

down the growth and reproduction of Pseudomonas, restraining the growth

of microorganisms and preserve the quality of bigeye tuna. This study provides

insights into understanding the e�ects of packaging material on maintaining

quality during logistics transportation.
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Introduction

Bigeye tuna (Thunnus obesus) is among the world’s major

catching fishes listed by the Food and Agriculture Organization

of the United Nations (FAO). They are popular with consumers

owing to their high content of n-3 polyunsaturated fatty acids,

such as docosahexaenoic acid (DHA) and eicosapentaenoic

acid (EPA), which are in high demand (1). According to a

report by “Fishery and aquaculture statistics 2019,” the global

bigeye tuna catch was 424,644 t in 2018 and 391,953 t in 2019

(2). In 2020, the catch was 30.62% lower than that in 2019,

meaning that its resources were decreasing. Therefore, rational

resourcemanagement is imminent. However, tunameat is prone

to oxidation, discoloration, and contamination. The growth

and metabolism of microorganisms can easily be impacted by

environmental changes. For example, temperature fluctuations

during transit can cause stench and spoilage (3). According to

Bai et al. (4), nano packaging materials can effectively maintain

the quality of agricultural products during distribution. The

lower the phase change temperature of refrigerated materials,

the longer will the quality of agricultural products be

maintained. Packaging with better insulation materials can

prolong the shelf life of fishmeat. The quality of aquatic products

is greatly affected by temperature (5). Wang et al. (6) concluded

that the temperature and its fluctuation frequency accelerated

the quality deterioration of tuna. Temperature fluctuation

should be as much as possible avoided to maintain the freshness

of bigeye tuna in the cold chain process. As a necessary condition

for transportation, the cold chain logistics box can maintain a

constant temperature during transportation and thus safeguard

the quality of bigeye tuna.

On the market, the most commonly used cold chain logistics

boxes are European logistics (EUL) boxes, expanded polystyrene

foam (EPSF) boxes, and aluminum foil paper (AFP) boxes. EUL

boxes are made entirely of high-density polyethylene, which

has excellent chemical resistance. In conventional seafood e-

commerce supply, merchants generally adopt the distribution

method of adding ice bags in the logistics box. However,

when goods are delivered to consumers, ice bags would

sometimes have melted. EPSF boxes have been widely used in

the transportation of various aquatic and agricultural products,

as well as other long-distance preservation and cold chain

transportation applications. It is the most frequently used

packaging box for the transportation of fresh aquatic items, as

it provides thermal insulation, seismic protection, and moisture

Abbreviations: FAO, Food and Agriculture Organization of the United

Nations; DHA, Docosahexaenoic acid; EPA, Eicosapentaenoic acid; HDE,

high-density polyethylene; EUL, European logistics; EPSF, Expanded

polystyrene foam; AFP, Aluminum foil paper; FT, Fresh tuna; WHC, Water

holding capacity; PCA, Principal component analysis; OUT, Operational

taxonomic units.

resistance. Compared to materials like plastic foam, aluminum

foil is environment friendly, pollution-free, and lightweight. It

can be used with other materials to increase transportation

and energy efficiency, which is consistent with the prevalent

notions of green consumption and sustainable development.

As a result of the COVID-19 outbreak, food packaging safety

is now a major concern. AFP can protect products from

contamination and physical damage, withstand gas and water

vapor transmission (7). AFP boxes made with new high-density

synthetic material are no radiation, odor, or pollution, and

exhibit high strength compression and good shock mitigation

effect. AFP boxes have an excellent cooling effect, which makes

it easy to transport and maintain the freshness of food. AFP

boxes prolong the preservation time, delay the growth and

reproduction of microorganisms to a certain degree, preserve

fresh aquatic products, and prolong their shelf life.

Microorganisms play an essential role in food spoilage.

The next-generation sequencing technology improved our

understanding of the community-wide microbial diversity. It

has been proved to be more efficient than conventional methods

for analyzing the dynamics of bacterial communities in meat

(8). Yu et al. found that chitooligosaccharides coating combined

with ultrasound treatment of grass carp inhibited Aeromonas

and Shewanella growth in refrigerated carp filets (9). Ekonomou

et al. concluded that bacterial counts related to de Man-Rogosa-

Sharpe (MRS) agar were the dominant methods of cultivable

microbiota in chill-stored vacuum-packed hot-smoked rainbow

trout filets (10). Jaaskelainen et al. claimed that the dominating

bacteria in tuna were Pseudomonas (11). Presently, the microbial

diversity analysis of tuna focused only on the cold storage stage.

However, the microorganism dynamics of different packaging

materials during circulation are yet to be studied. Using high-

throughput sequencing technology to study the changes of

flora during the circulation of aquatic products packaged in

different materials is a novel perspective for understanding

food preservation.

Few studies have focused on the buffering effect of different

transportation packaging materials on the deterioration of

bigeye tuna quality in the transportation process. Therefore,

in this study, we compared the effects of different boxes on

the quality and microbiological variation of bigeye tuna. We

used high-throughput sequencing of 16S rRNA genes to explore

the changes of microorganisms in tuna in different packaging

materials during circulation. additionally, the quality change

of bigeye tuna was comprehensively analyzed by real-time

monitoring of the temperature changes in the packaging box

and measuring numerous physical and chemical indicators

such as TVB-N, water holding capacity (WHC), metmyoglobin,

myofibrillar protein content, microbial total plate count, and

the electronic nose (E-nose). We aimed to provide a reference

for the best transportation of bigeye tuna. The impact of

overall quality and microbial variations of bigeye tuna revealed

the microbial spoilage and quality change under various
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transportation packaging conditions. It provided a theoretical

foundation for different packaging materials to maintain bigeye

tuna transportation quality.

Materials and methods

Materials, packaging, and experimental
design

Bigeye tuna (Thunnus obesus) were purchased from the

Guangdong Shunxin Sea Fishery Group Co., Ltd. (Guangdong

province, China), picked tuna filets with bright color and no

muscle congestion and put them in polyethylene sealing bags,

weighed ∼500 g per bag. All samples were packed in perforated

polystyrene boxes with dry ice and shipped to the laboratory of

Zhejiang Ocean University. The samples were stored at −55◦C

in the laboratory until used.

EUL boxes (outer dimension: 300×200×120mm, inner

dimension: 250×145×125mm) were purchased from Yancheng

Tengle Plastic Industry Co., Ltd. (Jiangsu Province, China).

EPSF boxes (outer dimension: 285×165×180mm, inner

dimension: 250×125×145mm) were purchased from Zhejiang

Juewei Technology Co., Ltd. (Zhejiang Province, China). AFP

boxes (250×125×145mm) were purchased from Wenzhou

Yahao Packaging Co., Ltd. (Zhejiang Province, China).

Fresh bigeye tuna was removed from the refrigerator at

−55◦C and packed into three boxes. Samples were randomly

divided into three groups. Each box contained 500 g of

muscle and 1,000 g of the biological ice bag. Experimental

measurements were performed in triplicate for each group. The

temperature recorders were set at the center of lids and the lids

were sealed with tapes. The entire experiment was conducted in

two parts. In the first part, the normal atmospheric temperature

process of logistics was simulated and the physicochemical

parameters of samples weremeasured at 0, 8, 16, 24, 32, and 40 h.

In the second part, EUL, EPSF, AFP, and fresh bigeye tuna (FT)

groups were transported in dry ice from Zhoushan to Shanghai

to simulate real logistics.

Time–temperature monitoring

The temperature-acquisition instrument (Shenzhen

Tianpeng Technology Co., Ltd., China) was set at the center

of the lid. Time–temperature data were recorded every 15min

during the experiment.

Physicochemical parameters

pH

To assess the pH, 5 g muscle was homogenized with 50mL

distilled water in a beaker at 8,000 r/min. The solution was

then maintained at rest for 30min to obtain a supernatant

solution. Finally, the pH value was measured at 20 ± 2◦C using

a calibrated pH meter (PHSJ-6L, INESA Scientific Instrument

Co., Ltd., China).

TVB-N

TVB-N content was determined according to the automatic

Kjeldahl method as per the GB 5009.228-2016 standard. TVB-N

was measured using an automatic Kjeldahl apparatus (JK9870;

Focus Technology Co., Ltd., China). Ten grams of samples were

homogenized with 75mL distilled water and soaked for 30min.

TVB-N content was expressed as mg/100 g.

Water content and WHC

The water content was determined according to the GB

5009.3-2016 standard. WHC was determined according to the

method described by Wang (12) with slight modifications. The

filet samples (∼3 g), weighed as W1, were wrapped with two

layers of filter paper and then centrifuged at 5,000 r for 20min at

4◦C. After the residual water on the surface was blotted, samples

were weighed again (W2). The WHC (%) of the bigeye tuna was

calculated according to the following Equation 1:

WHC (%) =
W2

W1
× 100 (1)

Redness

The filet sample was cut into slices with 5mm thickness. The

surface color was measured using a CR-10 colorimeter (Konica

Minolta, Japan). Colors were expressed as CIELab coordinates.

In this system, a∗ represents the redness color (13).

Metmyoglobin content

The myoglobin content was evaluated according to the

method described by Singh (14) with some modifications. Three

grams of tuna muscle was homogenized with 30mL PBS buffer

for 30 s at 10,000 rpm; then, the homogenate was centrifuged at

10,000 g for 10min at 4◦C. The supernatant was filtered using

filter paper; the absorbance was measured at 525, 545, 565, and

572 nm using a UV spectrophotometer (UV-1800; Shimadzu

Corp., Japan). The percentage of metmyoglobin was calculated

using the following Equation 2:

MetMb (%) = (−2.514R1 + 0.777R2 + 0.800R3 + 1.098)

× 100 (2)

where R1, R2, and R3 are the absorbance ratios of A572/A525,

A565/A525, and A545/A525, respectively.
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TABLE 1 Sensors used and their main application in PEN3.

Order

number

Sensors Performance description

S1 W1C Sensitive to aromatic components such as benzene

S2 W5S High sensitivity; sensitive to nitrogen oxides

S3 W3C Ammonia; sensitive to aromatic components

S4 W6S Mainly selective for hydrogen

S5 W5C Sensitive to paraffin hydrocarbons aromatic

components

S6 W1S Sensitive to bridle chain paraffin hydrocarbons

such as methane

S7 W1W Sensitive to sulfide

S8 W2S Sensitive to ethanol

S9 W2W Aromatic components; sensitive to organic sulfur

compounds

S10 W3S Sensitive to paraffin hydrocarbons

Myofibrillar protein extraction

Myofibrillar protein was extracted according to the method

described by Kaewprachu et al. (15) with some modifications.

Three grams of bigeye tuna muscle was chopped, 27ml of

0.05M KCl was added to it, and then mixed with 0.02M

Tris-Maleic buffer. This mix was homogenized for 1min, and

then centrifuged at 8,000 r/min for 10min. The supernatant

was discarded and the resultant sediments were resuspended

again two times under the same conditions. Subsequently,

the final precipitate thus obtained was homogenized with

27ml of 0.6M KCl-0.02M Tris-Maleic buffer and extracted

at 4◦C for 1 h. Finally, the solution was centrifuged at

8,000 r/min for 30min and the upper solution was obtained

separately. The protein content of the myofibrillar proteins

was determined using the Biuret method with BSA as

a standard.

Microbiological analysis

The microbial growth was measured according to Hu et al.

(16). 25 g of fish muscle was kept in a sterile homogenized

bag to which 225mL 0.85% sterile physiology saline water

was added for homogenizing. The tissue homogenate was

subsequently diluted 10 times. Three suitable dilutions of

the culture were obtained; 1mL diluent mixed with 15–

20mL Mueller–Hinton agar medium was poured into dishes.

After solidification for 1 h, the dishes were turned over

and incubated under aerobic and dark conditions at 30◦C.

The total number of colonies (CFU/g) was determined

after 2 days.

Electronic nose analysis

The flavor characteristics of the tuna slices were analyzed

using an E-nose system of PEN3 according to a previously

described method (17). The equipment was preheated for

∼30min, and the sampling time was set as 100 s, cleaning

time as 100 s, sampling interval as 1 s, zero adjustment time

as 10 s, connection sampling time as 10 s, and sample flow

as 300 mL/min. Tuna samples (3 g) were placed in a 50mL

beaker and sealed with a preservative film. The samples were

maintained at 20◦C for ∼30min and then tested on the

machine. The experiment was analyzed using the software

Win-Muster (Version 1.6.2.22, Airsense Analytics GmbH,

Schwerin, Germany). The performance description of the

shortcut electronic nose of PEN3 is shown in Table 1.

DNA extraction, PCR amplification, and
amplicon sequencing

Genomic DNA of the microbial community was extracted

from bigeye tuna tissues using the FastDNA
R©

Spin Kit for

Soil (MP Biomedicals, U.S.) according to the manufacturer’s

instructions. The DNA was analyzed on a 1% agarose gel;

the concentration and purity of the DNA were measured

using a NanoDrop 2000 UV-vis spectrophotometer (Thermo

Scientific, Wilmington, NC, USA). On an ABI GeneAmp
R©

9700 thermocycler, the hypervariable region V3-V4 of the

bacterial 16S rRNA gene was amplified using primer pairs

338F (5′-ACTCCTACGGGAGGCAGCAG-3′) and 806R (5′-

GGACTACHVGGGTWTCTAAT-3′; ABI, CA, USA). The 16S

rRNA gene was amplified as follows: initial denaturation

was conducted at 95◦C for 3min followed by 27 cycles of

denaturation at 95◦C for 30 s. Annealing was performed at

55◦C for 30 s and extension was conducted at 72◦C for

45 s followed by a single extension at 72◦C for 10min. The

PCR mixtures contained 5× TransStart FastPfu buffer (4

µL), 2.5mM dNTPs (2 µL), five forward primers (5µM)

0.8 L, five reverse primers (5µM) 0.8 µL, TransStart FastPfu

DNA Polymerase (0.4 µL), 10 ng template DNA, and 20

µL ddH2O. PCRs were performed in triplicate. The PCR

product was extracted from a 2% agarose gel and purified

as directed by the manufacturer using AxyPrep DNA Gel

Extraction Kit (Axygen Biosciences, Union City, CA, USA)

and quantified using QuantusTM Fluorometer (Promega,

USA). Purified amplicons were pooled in equimolar and

paired-end sequenced on an Illumina MiSeq PE300 platform

(Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA) according to the standard

protocols provided by Majorbio Bio-Pharm Technology Co.

Ltd. (Shanghai, China). The raw reads were deposited into the

NCBI Sequence Read Archive (SRA) database under accession

number: PRJNA843069.
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Data processing

The raw 16S rRNA gene sequencing reads were

demultiplexed, quality-filtered using fastp version 1.2.11

(18), and merged using FLASH version 1.2.7 (19) with the

following criteria:

(i) 300 bp reads were truncated at any site receiving an average

quality score of <20 over a 50 bp sliding window, and

truncated reads shorter than 50 bp were discarded. Reads

containing ambiguous characters were also discarded;

(ii) only overlapping sequences longer than 10 bp were

assembled according to their overlapped sequence. The

maximum mismatch ratio of the overlap region is 0.2.

Reads that could not be assembled were discarded;

(iii) samples were distinguished according to the barcode and

primers; the sequence direction was adjusted, and the

exact barcode was matched. Mismatch of two nucleotides

occurred during primer matching. Operational taxonomic

units (OTUs) with a 97% similarity cutoff (16) were

clustered using UPARSE version 7.1 (20), and chimeric

sequences were identified and removed. The taxonomy

of each OTU representative sequence was analyzed using

RDP Classifier version 2.2 (21) against the 16S rRNA

database with a confidence threshold of 0.7. To identify

bacterial community richness, community diversity, and

sequencing depth, index analyses including number of

effective sequence tags, OTUs, Shannon, ACE, Chao 1

Coverage, and coverage were performed using the Usearch

(version 11) and Mothur (version 1.30.2). Hierarchical

clustering was conducted using R software (version 2.15.3)

and QIIME (version 1.9.1).

All values were expressed as mean ± standard deviation

of experiments performed in triplicate. The least significant

difference was used to test the statistical differences between

means among groups and significance was considered at a level

of p < 0.05. Statistical analysis was conducted using SPSS 22.0

for windows software (SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL, USA). Curves were

plotted using Origin Pro 9.1 (OriginLab Cor., Northampton,

MA, USA).

Results and discussion

Changes in temperature

The temperature change in three types of packages could be

divided into three stages as depicted in Figure 1. The first was

the rapid cooling stage. Under the combined effect of the ice

bag and tuna, the ambient temperature inside quickly dropped

below 0◦C. The characterization of the second stage was rising

fluctuations of temperature. The cooling capacity of the ice

bag decreased due to the heat from the external environment.

FIGURE 1

Temperature changes in various logistics packaging boxes

during transportation. EUL, European logistics; EPSF, expanded

polystyrene foam; AFP, aluminum foil paper.

The third was stable stage, wherein, owing to the exhausted

cooling capacity, temperature fluctuated with the change of the

external environment.

The initial temperature inside the EUL box, EPSF box, and

AFP box was 15.95, 12.80, and 10.30◦C, respectively. After the

first stage, the temperature decreased by 18–22◦C and the lowest

temperature were −2.95, −7.55, and −11.7◦C, respectively.

Owing to the melting of the ice bags, the temperature rose

gradually, and the temperature of AFP box remained below 8◦C.

EUL boxes had the highest initial temperature, which implied

the worst insulation capacity. Conversely, AFP boxes had the

best insulation capacity. The average temperatures during the

entire transport process of the three packaging materials were

14.33, 9.14, and 6.35◦C. The heating rate of the AFP boxes

was the slowest and its final temperature was also considerably

lower than that of other groups (Figure 1). Therefore, the

AFP box had the best insulation properties because of the

high barrier and light shielding properties. Aluminum foil has

excellent barrier properties, such as moisture resistance and

gas barrier properties, owing to its highly dense metal crystal

structure. It can almost completely block the transmission

of any gas, water vapor, and light, effectively protecting the

contents, preventing the contents from spoilage due to moisture

absorption and oxidation, thus significantly extending the shelf

life of the package contents (7). The temperature change inside

the box was impacted by the periodic change of the external

environment. The increase in air temperature was slow at

night while the external ambient temperature was low. We

observed that the superior insulating capability of aluminum foil

material substantially reduced temperature loss and maintained

a microenvironment with a lower temperature during transit,

thereby reducing tuna quality degradation. The temperature
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FIGURE 2

E�ects of various logistics packaging boxes on changes in the TVB-N (A), pH (B), water content (C), and WHC (D). EUL, European logistics; EPSF,

expanded polystyrene foam; AFP, aluminum foil paper; WHC, water holding capacity. Data were obtained as the mean ± standard deviation

(n = 3).

inside the EUL box was high; hence, it is not recommended for

use in the logistics process. AFPwas themost effectivemethod of

preserving a favorable transport microenvironment among the

three groups.

TVB-N and pH analysis

Tuna easily degrades into alkaline volatile chemicals, such

as ammonia, owing to its high nutritional content. TVB-N is

a critical factor to determine the quality of tuna. The higher

the content of TVB-N, the faster is the deterioration of the

muscle. Generally, when TVB-N value reaches 25 mg/100 g,

it is considered inedible (22). TVB-N value of all groups

increased during transit, indicating that the quality was rapidly

deteriorating (Figure 2A). The initial TVB-N value was 13.30

mg/100 g. After 40 h of transportation, the final value of the

three groups increased to 29.96, 26.04, and 21.28 mg/100 g (p

< 0.05), respectively. While the samples of the EUL and EPSF

groups were no longer edible, the sample from the AFP group

remained acceptable. The increase in TVB-N may be due to

the growth and reproduction of microorganisms at this stage,

and then the protein in tuna was decomposed into alkaline

nitrogenous substances such as amines (23). For 0–8 and 32–

40 h, the increase rate of TVB-N value was faster. This might

be due to temperature fluctuations accelerated microorganism

propagation and enzymatic reaction, resulting in an increase of

ammonia and other nitrogenous substances (12).

Figure 2B shows the pH fluctuations of bigeye tuna in three

distinct packaging materials. The initial pH of fresh bigeye tuna

samples was 6.09. The pH of tuna after capture was between 6.0

and 6.5. The pH first decreased and then increased with storage

time. The same trend was observed by Jinadasa et al. (24).

The acidic compounds produced by glycolysis fermentation
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might have contributed to the reduction in pH value. The

increase in pH value may be attributed to the accumulation

of nitrogenous substances produced by enzymic oxidation and

microbial proliferation (25). After 40 h of transport, the pH of

the EUL group showed the highest increase from 6.09 to 7.02,

while that of the AFP group showed the lowest increase from

6.09 to 6.48. Generally, the pH value was acceptable up to 6.8;

the pH of spoiled fish was above 7.0 (15). The pH value of

both the EUL and EPSF groups were above the acceptable range,

while that of the AFP group was within the acceptable range. In

the environment with temperature fluctuations, the pH value of

the EUL group increased significantly (p < 0.05) from 6.09 to

7.02 compared to that of fresh tuna, indicating that temperature

fluctuations accelerated the quality deterioration of tuna.

Water retaining capacity analysis

Water content changes dynamically during the storage and

transportation stage, which impacts the quality, taste, flavor,

and shelf life of tuna. The effect of different transport packages

on the water content of bigeye tuna is shown in Figure 2C.

The water content of all the three groups decreased in the

simulation transportation procedure. This might be due to the

denaturation of protein and destruction of muscle tissue owing

to the growth and reproduction of microorganisms during

transportation, resulting in the large loss of water. The initial

value of water content was 77.15%. After 40 h of transportation,

the EUL, EPSF, and AFP groups lost 21.92, 16.36, and 11.94%,

respectively. The EUL group had the largest decrease, whereas

the AFP group had the smallest decrease. This might be because

the average temperature in the EUL box was higher, which

accelerated the loss of water inside the tuna. However, the

aluminum foil material had excellent barrier properties and the

average temperature was lower, thus reducing the loss of water.

WHC represents the ability to restrain or add water

physically under a certain external force, which is an important

indicator that characterizes the degree of muscle tissue damage

(26). The WHC decreased with transportation time for different

packages (Figure 2D). The WHC of the fresh tuna was 90.97%.

The WHC of the three packing conditions decreased with

transportation time. The WHC of the EUL group decreased

to 67.79% after 40 h, and that of the EPSF and AFP groups

decreased to 73.48 and 79.60%, respectively. This could be

attributed to the degradation of protein during transportation

under the combined action of endogenous enzymes and

exogenous microorganisms, making it unable to perform

hydration with re-seeded water, resulting in a decrease in WHC.

WHC decreased the most at 0–8 h, indicating that the WHC

would also be affected by large temperature fluctuation. During

the entire process of transportation, the WHC of the AFP group

was higher than that of the other two groups, indicating that

the barrier of aluminum foil packaging could restrain the loss

of water to a certain extent.

E�ects of di�erent transport packaging
on the color of bigeye tuna

Tuna is relatively expensive and mainly eaten raw. Colors

can intuitively reflect the quality of products. Hence, it has

become an important factor affecting consumers’ willingness to

buy the product. Fresh bigeye tuna exhibited a bright red color

with a redness rating of 17.73. The redness value of the three

groups decreased in varying degrees, and the color of the muscle

turned dark as the transportation time increased (Figure 3A).

The rate of decline was the fastest at 8 h, possibly because

of the temperature change and exposure to oxygen in the air

accelerated the oxidation of myoglobin to methemoglobin in

fish (27). The color of fish in the EUL group decreased most

substantially; the redness value lowered to 2.33 after 40 h, which

is significantly (p < 0.05) less than the other two groups,

indicating severe browning. The muscle color of the fish in the

AFP group remained relatively bright red after transportation;

the redness value was 8.67, and the color was consistently

greater than that of fish in the other two groups. During 0–

8 h, the oxidation degree was faster and the decrease rate of the

redness value was highest, indicating that severe temperature

fluctuations would accelerate the oxidation of fish meat. AFP

has the best antioxidant capacity. Dai et al. (28) reported

that the oxidation of myoglobin was directly responsible for

color deterioration.

Myoglobin is a heme iron-containing protein that acts as an

oxygen carrier in muscle cells and is primarily responsible for

the color of meat. When the content of metmyoglobin in tuna

muscle is <20%, it appears bright red. The higher the content,

the darker in color (29). The metmyoglobin concentration of

the fresh samples was 13.59%, making the sample appear bright

red (Figure 3B). All three groups showed an increasing trend

during the transportation process. This was because with the

prolongation of circulation time, the oxymyoglobin in the tuna

muscle gradually decreased while the metmyoglobin gradually

accumulated. The myoglobin was automatically oxidized, which

turned the color of the fish meat from the initial bright red to

reddish-brown (15). The rise in the redness value also reflected

this phenomenon.

After 40 h, the methemoglobin content of both the EUL

and EPS groups exceeded 40% and the meat showed browning.

For the AFP group, the methemoglobin content was only

20.48%, and the color of the meat was bright red. Pong

et al. found that tuna meat stored below 15◦C had the least

effect on metmyoglobin reduction ability (30). The increase

rate of metmyoglobin content of the EUL group increased

gradually after 16 h. Combined with the temperature fluctuation
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FIGURE 3

E�ects of various logistics packaging boxes on changes in the (A) redness value, (B) metmyoglobin, (C) myofibrillar protein content, and (D) total

aerobic plate count. EUL, European logistics; EPSF, expanded polystyrene foam; AFP, aluminum foil paper. Data were obtained as the mean ±

standard deviation (n = 3).

curve, the temperature of the EUL group rose to above

15◦C after 16 h. Therefore, this indicated that time and

fluctuation of temperature affected the color change of tuna. AFP

could efficiently maintain the low-temperature environment,

preventing the entry of oxygen and inhibiting the oxidation of

samples, subsequently maintaining a good color.

Myofibrillar protein extraction analysis

Myofibrillar protein is the highest protein content in fish;

the protein denaturation during storage and transportation of

fishes is mainly myofibrillar protein denaturation (31). It is

involved in muscle contraction and regulation; in addition, its

content and nature directly affect the quality of bigeye tuna.

The myofibrillar protein content of all the three groups showed

a decreasing trend with an increase in transportation time

(Figure 3C). The original concentration of myofibrillar protein

in fresh tuna tissue was 105.22 g/L. After 40 h of transportation,

the myofibrillar protein content of the EUL logistics box, EPS

foam box, and AFP box decreased to 45.05, 60.17, and 76.36

g/L, respectively. The protein content of the EU logistics box

decreased the fastest; however, the AFP group had the strongest

ability to retain myofibrillar protein. Hu et al. (32) reported that

changes in myofibrillar protein content affected the quality of

fish, including texture characteristics andWHC. Our findings of

WHC analysis were consistent with this report. The decline rate

of myofibrillar protein was the largest at 0–8 h and that of the

EUL group decreased the most. It was because the myofibrillar

protein was a salt-soluble protein, and temperature fluctuations

would exacerbate protein denaturation. Owing to the lower

ambient temperature in the AFP box, the degree of protein

denaturation and enzyme activity was lower. It indicated that

aluminum foil packaging could slow down the degradation of
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myofibrillar protein and has a good effect during transportation

and cold preservation.

Total microbial count of bigeye tuna
during transportation

Total plate count is among the important indices to evaluate

the freshness of tuna. The colony-forming unit (CFU) of fresh

tuna was 2.48 log10 CFU/g (Figure 3D). With prolonged transit

time and temperature fluctuations, the total plate count of all

the three groups showed an increasing tendency. It was mainly

because protein autolysis and accumulation of metabolites were

favorable to the growth and reproduction of spoilage bacteria.

The total plate count of the EPSF and EUL groups was higher

than that of the AFP group at the end of the transport,

and continued throughout transportation. For 0–8 and 32–

40 h, the ascending rate of total plate count of each group

was rapid, which was consistent with the TVB-N analytical

pattern. Temperature fluctuations accelerated the growth and

multiplication of microorganisms. The greater fluctuations

and higher degree of temperature, the faster growth and

multiplication rate of microorganisms. A longer transit duration

at varied transport temperatures led to an increase in the number

of colony counts, as reported by Wang et al. (6). After transiting

of 40 h, the total plate count of the AFP group was 3.53 log10

CFU/g, which remained in an acceptable range, while that of the

EUL group reached 5.95 log10 CFU/g, which was unsuitable for

the standard of raw tuna (33). This demonstrated that aluminum

foil packaging materials might significantly reduce temperature

fluctuation during the transportation process when compared to

the other two packaging materials. As a result, the growth and

reproduction of microorganisms were limited, which ensured

superior tuna quality.

Principle component analysis of E-nose

Flavor is an important index to evaluate the quality of

tuna products, which greatly affects consumer purchase. The

variance contribution rates of PC1 and PC2 were 65.1 and

18.1%, respectively, and the total variance is 83.2%, indicating

that they represented the main characteristic information (17).

In principal component analysis (PCA), the relative distance

between samples indicated the difference in odor between them.

The volatile components of four groups of tuna samples were

divided into four regions, indicating that the e-nose could

distinguish well between the four groups of samples (Figure 4).

All samples of the FT group, EPSF group, and EUL group were

in different quadrants, with large distances and separation at the

first principal component. This indicated that the samples in

these three groups differed significantly from each other, with

large sensory differences and considerable flavor differences.

FIGURE 4

Principal component analysis of the electronic nose data of

bigeye tuna transported via various logistics packaging boxes.

FT, fresh tuna; EUL, European logistics; EPSF, expanded

polystyrene foam; AFP, aluminum foil paper.

This might be owing to the spoilage and deterioration of the

samples in generated by different chemicals, resulting in changes

of tuna odor. In contrast, the odor of the FT group was

closer to that of the AFP group, indicating that there was less

variability between the FT and AFP groups, and the odor of

the tuna transported in the AFP box was closer to that of fresh

samples. This showed that the tuna transported in the AFP box

was fresher and maintained flavor better than the other two

packaging boxes.

Microbial community analysis of bigeye
tuna during transportation

Quality evaluation of 16S rRNA gene sequence
of samples

The effective sequencing reads of samples in the FT, AFP,

EPSF, and EUL groups were 47,730, 45,159, 32,805, and 45,008,

respectively (Table 2). OTUs, Shannon index, ACE index, Chao1

index, and coverage were also examined. All samples had

higher than 99% sequencing coverage, implying that the primary

microorganisms of bigeye tuna had been detected and the data

were sufficient to reflect the microbial diversity of samples.

The differences in the number of bacterial OTUs of the three

packaging materials and fresh tuna indicated that the three

packaging material groups and fresh bigeye tuna had their

own balanced microbial community structure and microbial

diversity during transportation. The Shannon index, used to

measure microbial diversity of the AFP group, was lower than

that of the other two groups (Table 2). To measure species

richness, the ACE and Chao1 indices were employed. The
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TABLE 2 E�ects of di�erent packing materials on the diversity of

microbial in bigeye tuna.

Index Packing Transportation time (h)

0 24

Number of effective

sequence tags

AFP box 47,730 45,159

EPSF box 32,805

EUL box 45,008

OTUs AFP box 1,624 413

EPSF box 659

EUL box 987

Shannon index AFP box 4.41 3.77

EPSF box 4.58

EUL box 4.29

Ace index AFP box 488.73 317.24

EPSF box 429.95

EUL box 655.11

Chao 1 index AFP box 495.76 324.87

EPSF box 437.17

EUL box 658.94

Coverage AFP box 99.95 99.97

EPSF box 99.93

EUL box 99.92

OTU, operational taxonomic units; FT, fresh tuna; EUL, European logistics; EPSF,

expanded polystyrene foam; AFP, aluminum foil paper.

OTU number, Chao1 index, and ACE index of these samples

were in the following order: EUL > EPSF > AFP, indicating

that the microbial diversity in the aluminum foil packing

group was lower than that in the other groups during the

logistics transportation.

Variation in microbial community structures of
bigeye tuna under di�erent transportation
packaging materials

The species and quantity of bacteria in aquatic products

directly affect the quality of the product. The quality of the

EUL group deteriorated after transportation, which may

have resulted from microorganisms. To reveal the spoilage

mechanism of bigeye tuna during transportation, the structural

changes and differences of microbial flora during the circulation

of bigeye tuna under different packaging methods were

investigated. To determine the key microbial members during

spoiling, microbial structures were further compared with

fresh samples. Ten phyla with relative abundance >1% were

detected among the microbial communities of three packaging

transportation samples, which included Proteobacteria,

Firmicutes, Actinobacteriota, Bacteroidota, and Chloroflexi

(Figure 5). Proteobacteria was the most abundant phylum with

29.34% of the sequences in fresh bigeye tuna. The second and

third prominent phyla were Firmicutes and Actinobacteriota,

which occupied 26.08 and 22.58%, respectively. Similar to the

results of this study, Proteobacteria and Firmicutes occupied

an absolute advantage in meat and meat products in previous

studies (34, 35). A similar microbial population was also found

in other red flesh fish; for example, in farm-reared Chinook

salmon, the majority phylum in freshwater and seawater was

also Proteobacteria, followed by Firmicutes (36).

After 24 h of transportation in the AFP group,

Proteobacteria, Firmicutes, and Actinobacteriota were the top

three phyla and occupied 42.05, 10.50, and 20.23%, respectively.

In the EUL group, the proportion of Proteobacteria increased to

63.44%, followed by Firmicutes at 13.40% and Actinobacteriota

at 7.39%. The highest proportion of Proteobacteria in the three

transport packages was in the EUL box, followed by the EPSF

box and the AFP box (Figure 7), suggesting that the microbial

structure in AFP was most similar to the fresh sample.

The relative abundances of the major genera varied among

three samples (Figure 6). A total of 18 genera were detected

in raw samples. The nine major genera, with a relative

abundance of>1%, were Staphylococcus (14.19%),Acinetobacter

(8.92%), Kocuria (4.73%), Macrococcus (3.65%), Cutibacterium

(3.30%), Brevundimonas (2.16%), Planococcaceae (2.07%),

Vicinamibacterales (1.60%), Rothia (1.46%), and Pseudomonas

(1.35%) in the fresh tuna samples. The microbial communities

of tuna samples in different transportation packages changed

after transportation, indicating different succession patterns.

The top three relatively abundant genera in the AFP group were

Chitinophagaceae (9.03%), Acinetobacter (7.97%), and Knoellia

(7.86%). The relative abundance of Pseudomonas in the AFP

group samples was 2.68%. The dominant microorganisms in

the EPSF and EUL groups were Pseudomonas, Acinetobacter,

and Macrococcus, whose relative abundance values were 17.35,

13.20, and 9.43, 31.16, 12.64, and 6.56%, respectively. The

relative abundance of Pseudomonas and Acinetobacter in both

the EUL and EPSF groups was >10%. Combining with the

results of TVB-N, total microbial count, and other indicators

previously examined, it can be concluded that the samples were

already spoiled at the time these measurements were conducted;

therefore, Pseudomonas and Acinetobacter were most likely the

main microorganisms responsible for the eventual spoilage of

bigeye tuna in these two groups. Pseudomonas was the most

abundant in the EUL group; its relative abundance was 29.81%,

which was higher than that in the FT group. The proportion of

Pseudomonas was ranked as EUL group > EPSF group > AFP

group > FT group.

The top 50 abundant genera were selected for heatmap

visualization (Figure 7). The EPSF and EUL groups were

clustered into one group, and the FT and AFP groups were

clustered into another group. Therefore, the FT and AFP groups

had higher similarity of the bacterial composition, and the

similarity of the EUL group to the EPSF group was higher,

indicating that the change in the bacterial community in the
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FIGURE 5

Changes in microbial community structure in bigeye tuna muscle with various logistics packaging boxes at the phylum level. FT, fresh tuna; EUL,

European logistics; EPSF, expanded polystyrene foam; AFP, aluminum foil paper.

AFP group was smaller and closer to the fresh tuna. These

results were consistent with the species analysis results. The

cluster analysis of bacterial abundance showed that the largest

proportion of microbial composition was Pseudomonas in both

the EPSF and EUL groups. During the transportation of bigeye

tuna, the bacterial content of Pseudomonas, Acinetobacter, and

Macrococcus increased substantially and clustered together. The

relative content of OTUs corresponding to these three genera

was the largest in the OTUs among the entire community.

This implied that these genera were the main spoilage bacteria,

and the number of bacterial communities increased gradually

during the transportation, thus becoming the dominant bacteria

during the transportation of these two groups of bigeye tuna.

The relative abundances of Pseudomonas, Acinetobacter, and

Macrococcus in the FT and AFP groups were lower than

those in the first two groups, which suggesting that AFP

box packaging can reduce the growth and reproduction of

spoilage microorganisms.

Pseudomonas was the dominant spoilage bacteria of fresh

meat during the storage terminal stage (37). The proteolysis

ability of Pseudomonas enabled them to seep into the meat

and use nutrients to occupy the niche conducive for their

growth, which was most susceptible in the later storage periods

(38). When compared with the fresh samples, the relative

abundance of Pseudomonas in the AFP group increased by

1.34%, and the relative abundance of Staphylococcus and

Acinetobacter decreased by 0.95 and 7.93%, respectively. The

relative abundance of Pseudomonas in the AFP group was

significantly lower than that in the EUL and EPSF groups, which

meant that the growth of Pseudomonas was inhibited.

In summary, the bacterial community structure of the

AFP group, which was distinct from that of the EUL
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FIGURE 6

Changes in microbial community structure in bigeye tuna muscle with various logistics packaging boxes at the genus level. FT, fresh tuna; EUL,

European logistics; EPSF, expanded polystyrene foam; AFP, aluminum foil paper.

and EPSF groups, was relatively similar to that of the FT

group. This indicated that AFP materials could effectively

reduce the variation in microbial structures during tuna

transportation. The low air permeability of AFP materials

might ensure the stability of the internal environment during

transportation and inhibit the growth of aerobic spoilage

dominant bacteria.

Conclusion

In this study, the effects of three transport packaging

(EUL box, EPSF box, and AFP box) on the logistics quality

and microbial diversity of bigeye tuna were studied. We

found that the AFP box could inhibit the growth of potential

spoilage microbes, reduce the rise of TVB-N, redness value,
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FIGURE 7

Clustering heat map of microbial abundance at the genus level in bigeye tuna muscle transported by various logistics packaging boxes. FT, fresh

tuna; EUL, European logistics; EPSF, expanded polystyrene foam; AFP, aluminum foil paper.

metmyoglobin content, keep better color, and flavor of bigeye

tuna. The results of microbial diversity indicated that the

microbial diversity of bigeye tuna in the EUL group and EPSF

group significantly changed, compared with that of fresh tuna.

The microbial colonies in the EUL and EPSF boxes were similar,

while the microbial community of the AFP box was closer

to that of the FT group. The dominant phyla in all samples

were Proteobacteria, Firmicutes, and Actinobacteriota. At the

genus level, Pseudomonas, Acinetobacter, and Macrococcus

were the dominant bacteria in the EUL and EPSF groups,

but the proportion of Pseudomonas in the EPSF group was

higher than that in the EUL group; the dominant bacteria

in the AFP group were Chitinophagaceae, Acinetobacter, and

Knoellia, which was similar to that of the FT group (the

dominant bacteria: Staphylococcus, Acinetobacter, and Kocuria).

Aluminum foil has excellent barrier properties on water, oxygen,

light, and microorganisms, which are the main factors causing

food spoilage. AFP boxes can effectively inhibit the diversity of

microbial flora and the growth of microorganisms, guaranteeing

the quality of bigeye tuna preferably during transportation.

The bigeye tuna stored in the AFP box was slowly thawed in

the process of logistics, and the temperature rise rate was lower

than that of the EUL box and EPSF box. The quality of bigeye

tuna can be guaranteed during the logistics. These findings
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implied that the AFP box had the best insulation properties. AFP

box can maintain the temperature inside the box for 5 h, and

can be applied to the short-distance distribution of fresh aquatic

products, which is more economical and convenient energy-

saving. EUL boxes were not recommended for transporting

perishable products as the bigeye tuna had been deteriorated

by the end of logistics. AFP packaging not only light-shielding,

but also exhibited heat retention, fragrance preservation, non-

toxicity, and odorlessness. Considering the importance of food

safety, the results of our study could provide valuable data

on the logistics transportation of bigeye tuna, and may also

be of practical use in overcoming the challenges of managing

the cold chain during storage and transportation. However,

the temperature during actual transportation is often more

diverse, changes of bigeye tuna quality and microorganisms

under different transport temperatures are also quite different,

and further research is needed to understand the effects of

various material logistics boxes on bigeye tuna under different

transportation temperatures.
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